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Enlightenment is

originally an

Indian
phenomenon.

&

D i s c i p l e s
The downside of this arrangement is that some gurus have a tendency
to self- aggrandise. The surrender, love and devotion of disciples
goes to their heads.Gurus and masters become impressed
with their apparent power to influence and transform
disciples. In India the guru is deified. God is far away,
the master is the door to God and is often worshipped
as a god by devotees. The disciple is also damaged by
submitting to the authority of the guru. He loses respect
for his own divine connection and gives his power to
the master. Every master has a different teaching.
Their disciples sacrifice their intelligence and
surrender to the teaching of the master, even when

For thousands of years the flame of awareness

it is irrational. Ultimately, ignorant followers of

has been passed from master to disciple. This

dead masters kill followers of other dead masters

relationship is one of the deepest commitment. The
disciple understands that the master is his only hope
for freedom from ego.The master knows from his own
experience the tricks and traps for the ego to get stuck
in. As spiritual work intensifies, the ego of the disciple
always has a reaction to the master. He is the authority
figure. Hence, the master insists on surrender to his
spiritual authority. If the disciple is allowed to put his
negativity on the master, the work is impossible. The
relationship has worked well. Just by living,
meditating and surrendering with the master,
the flame of awareness jumps to the disciple when the time is right.

in the name of God. The master/disciple drama
was an important part of the age of separation,
the Kali Yuga. The next step is the age of Truth,
the Sat Yuga. Now God is about to end the
master/disciple drama and replace it with direct
connection to Source.Buddhas will still have
essential work with seekers. They are channels
and mediums for divine energy. They help
seekers to grow quickly, just by sitting silently
together. They give guidance and support for
the journey of awakening and they Share
energetic information from the Beyond, to
Bring consciousness to Earth. Soon, they
will fully experience that God is the only
master and teach surrender only to Him.
This new relationship is respectful, loving and free from all power trips.

